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Mr. President, alumni, graduates, parents, friends:

Many members of today's graduating class reacted to the newsthat I would give this year's Commencement

Address, just as I did: with surprise. The Harvard Crimson recorded some undergraduate responses: "Whois he?"

"Wow,that's boring. Everyone else got someoneexciting." Editorials criticized the process by which "Dr. Who" was

selected. I was featuredin entertaining cartoons, something that hasn't happened during three years in Washington.I

mayneverbe this famousagain.

There is an advantageto starting from low expectations. Agreed, I am not running for President, and I am not a

prime minister or a general. But I speak for an elementofour culture at least as important as politics or war---an

element that has not been at this podium since Alexander Fleming, the discovererof penicillin, addressed the

graduating class of 1945. That elementis science.

The products of science shape and pervadeourlives. Sir Francis Bacon madethis point in 1620. "Printing,

gunpowder, and the magnet," he wrote, "have changed the whole face andstate of things throughout the world....no

empire, no sect, no star seems to have exerted greater powerand influence in humanaffairs." Modern equivalentsare

legion: consider e-mail, nuclear weapons, biotechnology.

I will speak today aboutthe effects of science onourlives. But I will also emphasize science in its most fundamental

form, the process by which we makediscoveries about the world---like the atom or the gene--- that precede practical

inventions. At its core, science is a way of thinking---making judgments,often creative ones, that are based on

evidence, not on desires, received beliefs, or hearsay. Thinking in this way is not unique to the natural sciences;it is

important for many disciplines. But the pursuit of evidence, through experiment and observation,is the lifeblood of

science.

My ownbrandofscience is biology---more specifically, biology linked to medicine. I was not born a scientist. In my

youth, I preferred tennis and novels to chemistry sets. My father, Harvard Class of '28, was a physician, so medical
topics were often at the dinnertable. Like my friends, I grew uplistening to parental concernsaboutpolio, the

crippling illness then common amongchildren and famousfor afflicting our family hero, Franklin Delano Roosevelt.

In summertime, public swimming pools were forbidden. Neighborhoodkids nearly died ofthe disease. For my

generation, the announcement ofaneffective polio vaccine was a landmark.Forus, the recent eradication of

naturally acquired polio from this hemispherestill seems unbelievable.

WhenI wasfourteen, and Jonas Salk had just achieved famefor the first polio vaccine, my parents taught me an

important lesson about how progress occurs in medical research. I had intendedto describe Salk's triumphin a public



speaking contest (a contest, which, incidentally, I did not win). But they persuaded meto talk instead about John

Franklin Enders. A member of the Harvard Medical School faculty, Enders and two younger colleagues had been the

first to grow the polio virus abundantly, by infecting animal cells in laboratory flasks. Previously, virus was prepared

with difficulty, mainly from the brainsof infected primates. Enders☂ discovery waspivotal, because Salk needed to

inactivate vast amountsofpoliovirus for use in a vaccine. Making and testing vaccines---Salk's and later Sabin's---

came to seem less stirring to me than the more subtle triumph of learning how to grow the virus. And Enders became

a heroic figure for me, even before I knew abouthis long path to science--- studying English literature at your

graduate school and converting to microbiology at nearly thirty.

I too had troublesettling on a career. While my fellow pre-meds workedlatein their labs, I was editing the Amherst

College paper and writing about Charles Dickens. In a prolonged adolescence as a Harvard graduate student, I read

Beowulf, Shakespeare, and Sir Thomas Browne,andlistened to Bill Alfred, Harry Levin, and AnneFerry. Finally I

went to medical school---in part, because someone oncetold Gertrude Stein that it "opened all doors," in part

because medical students seemed more eager than I wasto get out of bed in the morning.

Like many physician-scientists of my generation, I learned to do and to love research while working at the National

Institutes of Health, the Federal agency that supports most of the basic medical research in this country. I arrived at

the NIH as a twenty-eight year-old doctor seeking two things: the credentials to become a medical school professor

and an alternative to service in Vietnam. Then, one day some monthslater, I was abruptly transformedinto a

committed scientist, when a method I was developing to detect expression of a gene suddenly worked. The

technique wasnotespecially novel, and the questions I was asking wereofinterest only to a few people in the world.

But, at that moment, I knew the intoxicating power of measurement and the sweetanticipation of my ownresults.

For more than twenty years afterwards, at the University of California in San Francisco, I enjoyed many

measurements and manyresults. Despite the common myths aboutscience, it was not lonely work. Muchofthe

pleasure came from companionship---with my colleague, Mike Bishop---a newly-minted Harvard Overseer---and our

students, post-docs, and technicians. Most of our experiments lacked discernable practical goals. We followed our
hunches, working with cancer viruses from chickens and mice, supported largely by grants from the NIH. Eventually,

over many years, patterns emerged. We had learned that cancer genesin virusesare derived from normal cellular

genes---someofthe genes that guide our growth and development. These genes, now called oncogenes, undergo the

mutations that are the defining events in cancer. Obscureviruses from experimental animals had in this way allowed

us to touch directly the heart of human cancer. A path to understanding had been opened.

Like researchersin all fields, I have also known disappointment, boredom, surprise, and even irony. One example
wasespecially instructive. The painful reality of cancer has always loomed in the background of my work, because

my mother and her mother died ofbreast cancer. For this reason, for many years my lab studied a virus that causes

breast cancer in mice, in hopes offinding relatives of human breast cancer genes. Ultimately, we discovered

interesting genes that guide formation of the brain and other organs. But, in this case, they don't appear to be

involved in human cancerofany kind. There is no simple road map for this kind of research.

In 1989, our discovery of oncogenes waspublicly recognized with the award of a Nobel Prize. Four yearslater,
whenPresident Clinton and Secretary Shalala invited me to becomethe Director of the NIH,I could hardly say no.

Myindebtedness was deep. The chanceto repay it with public service has beengratifying.

This new job has given me a deeper appreciation of the measured pace of progress in medical research. Every

morning, on the way to myoffice, I cross the portico from which Franklin Roosevelt dedicated thefirst NIH

buildings on late fall day in 1940. His paralyzed legs braced with metal, his energies worn downbyhisthird

Presidential campaign, his mind focused on the World War already being waged in Europe, FDR made a powerful

statement about medical research:

"The total defense, which this Nation seeks, [he said] involves a great deal more than building airplanes, ships, guns



and bombs. Wecannotbe a strong Nation unless weare a healthy Nation. And so we must recruit not only men and

materials but also knowledge andsciencein the service of national strength."

Roosevelt's optimism about medical research seems, in retrospect, amazing. Doctors could not preventor treat the

poliovirus infection that had paralyzed him nearly twenty yearsearlier. John Franklin Enders and vaccineswerestill

in the future; the main therapies were iron lungs and warm baths. Mostofthe staples of modern medicine were also

still unknown. Antibiotics. Hormonereplacements. Effective drug therapies for psychoticillnesses. Pre-nataltesting.

Coronary bypasssurgery andartificial joints. Also in the future were medications that could have lowered FDR's

blood pressure and perhapsforestalled the stroke that killed him less than five yearslater, at the nowrelatively young

age of sixty three.

Still, FDR's optimism provedto bejustified. Even before the War was over, the chemical synthesis of quinine

improved treatment of malaria for soldiers in the Pacific, and the manufacturing of Fleming's penicillin effectively

controlled woundinfectionsfor the first time in the history of warfare. Following the War, inspired by these

successes, the Federal government made unprecedented investments in manyfields of science, through the NIH and

other agencies. These investments have beenessential for the vitality of American science ever since.

Polio vaccines and other early successes that encouraged public enthusiasm for research are nowthe stuff of legends.
Let's consider a more recent and less famoussuccessthat gives a different perspective on the pace of progress.
About two months ago, as I began to worry aboutthis talk, the senior Senator from Massachusetts, a memberofthe

Harvard Class of 1956 and of our Senate authorizing committee, paid a visit to the NIH. He and I weresitting ona

pediatric ward in our research hospital in Bethesda,listening to a 27 year old blind man wholookedlike a skinny 8

year old boy. The patient was born with a disease called cystinosis, having inherited one damaged gene from each

parent. In this very rare condition, the amino acid cystine cannot be removed from small sacs within his cells. As a
result, cystine accumulates and formscrystals in those sacs, damaging the kidneys, eyes, and othertissues.

The patient told us how he wasrescued from death by a kidney transplantat the age of 10, gradually lost his vision,

and haslived with chronic pain. Senator Kennedy asked whetherhe had brothers andsisters. The patient replied,

quite matter-of-factly, that two older brothers had died from the disease when he was very young, because kidney

transplants were notyet available. So he felt fortunate to have been born recently enough to benefit from a
life-saving transplant---the procedure pioneered by the Harvard surgeon, Joseph Murray (who,as it happens, spoke

to the Medical School graduates today). The patient wasalso glad that affected children born yet more recently

could avoid the kidney disease altogether; a recently-developed medication prevents formation ofthe crystals. A few
minuteslater a normal looking, eleven year old boy who had inherited the same disorder boundedinto the room and
spoke animatedly about sports, hobbies, school---and about the unpleasant taste of the medicine he had been taking

nearlyall hislife.

This episode embodies many ofmy messages today: the message that science can improvelives in ways that are

elegant in design and moving in practice; that the Federal government, much malignedin current politics, can be a

powerful force for public benefit; that the government can work productively with universities, where the cellular

defect in cystinosis was studied, and with industries, where the new drug was manufactured; and, finally, that

progress in medical science occurs at a pace that may seem slow at the time to desperate parents, but astoundingly

rapid in retrospect. Just consider: in the space of a generation, this lethal disease was made survivable with

transplants, then curable with drugs.

Despite such triumphs, we have a long way to go. Yes, we cantreat cystinosis and a few other genetic diseases, but
there are thousandsofinherited conditions we do not even understand. Yes, we have controlled polio and smallpox,

but we are now struggling around the world with a new andintractable virus, HIV, and worried about invasions by
exotic viruses, like Ebola and Lassa Fever. Yes, we can treat most bacterial infections with penicillin and other

antibiotics, but many bacteria have now becomeresistant to what were once our most effective drugs. Yes, we have

dramatically reduced the death rates for heart attacks and strokes, but we are still seeking waysto repair the hearts



and brains damagedby poorblood flow. Yes, we know the mutant genes responsible for many cancers, but we

haven't transformed that knowledge into better therapies. Yes, we have improved the well-being of most people in

the industrialized countries, but malaria, childhood diarrhea, and tuberculosisare still commonin the developing

world. And, yes, we have extended the averagelife span in this country to nearly eighty years, but we have made

little progress against the maladies that make advanced age intolerable for so many people.

Old age anditsillnesses are deepening concernstoall ofus in this audience---even to youthful graduates. When

Alexander Fleming spoke here 51 years ago, only one in seven graduates could expect to reach the age of 85. By

conservative estimates, nearly half ofyou will live past that age. Today, less than four million Americans are over 85;

when someofyou reach 85, there will be about 20 million. This is not just good news. Today the government spends

$25 billion each year on medical care for this group alone. Multiply that by five. Add on the costsof care for the

much larger group between 65 and 85. Without more public revenues from taxes, there will be little or no moneyleft

for other things the government buys, including the scientific research that might help. Clearly, if science cannot soon
relieve the disorders of aging, we will confront some impossible choices.

Ofall these disorders, the one we fear most is Alzheimer's Disease. Weareright to fearit. It is a modern polio, and

more. It destroys the brain and the personality. Its victims become a burden to spousesand children. Unlikepolio,

once commonand noweradicated, or cystinosis, rare and now curable, Alzheimer's Disease is both untreatable and

common. Unless things change, nearly half of us who reach the age of 85 will have signs of the disease.

Until recently, all we knew about Alzheimer's Disease was the ugly appearance ofbrain slices under the microscope

and the unremitting deterioration of mental function. Traditional methods---chemistry and enzymology, microbiology

and immunology, so successful in approaching polio and cystinosis---provided few clues.

Hopeis coming from a new direction. One day about ten years ago, a middleaged Massachusetts manin the early

stages of Alzheimer's Disease sought help from Dr. Daniel Pollen, a neurologist at the University of Massachusetts.
His was not the most commonform ofthe disease---the onset wasearly, and his relatives had been affected early

too. With the help of the patient's family, Dr. Pollen reconstructed the family lineage and traced the disease back to

one woman, named Hannah, born one hundredandfifty years ago in a Byelorussian village. Scientists here at

Harvard, at the NIH, in Canada, and several other places, have tracked several inherited forms of Alzheimer's

Disease to abnormalversions of single genes. These genes have beenisolated in pure form, and we know the

proteins they encode.

So an obvious question: How do weget from Hannah's gene to a remedy for Alzheimer's Disease? This, of course, is

precisely what I can't tell you. I can't even tell you how to proceed. All I can dois predict the pace and flavor ofthe

first moments. I imagine brilliant young neuroscientist, our new Enders, whois trying to understandcell
survival---perhaps studying a hormonethat keepsnervecells alive in a dish. One of her students, workinglate,

suggests a novelinteraction between the hormoneand the protein made from Hannah's gene. Theresults are

surprising, but reproducible. Someonein a lab thousands of miles away learns about this experiment andtries it in a

different way, perhaps in a mouse model, and gets an even more interesting result. A young Salk, seeking an

anti-Alzheimer drug at a biotechnology company, tries to block the interaction. We are on our way.

What do we need to make these things happen? Newtalent. Enthusiasm for science. Money. Stronginstitutions.

In that speech from the NIH steps on the eve ofWorld War Two, FDR knew what weneeded:

"All of us are grateful [he said] that we in the United Statescanstill turn our thoughts and ourattention to those

institutions of our country which symbolize peace---institutions whose purposeit is to save life and not to destroy

it.☝

FDR's confidence then underscores the dilemmas that now plagueusin the aftermath of the Cold War. The Federal



governmentis broke and underattack by its own citizens. Other countries have recently surpassed ourrate of

spending forbasic research. Universities and colleges are more strapped for funds than ever before. And many

industries are turning away from research investments.

Dr. Whois not the person who cansolve these problems.Instead I hope to recruit you to my passions. That our

institutions must befit to nurture talent. That new talent is essential to advance science. Andthat science, a source of

beauty and delight, is also our best hopefor fighting the threats of Alzheimer's and many otherdiseases.

Several hundreds ofyou graduating today have already enlisted to fight these battles, as future scientists or

physicians. But the battle does not engageonly those onthe frontlines. It will affect all of you. As worried patients,

parents, and caretakers of parents. As taxpayers and goodcitizens of the world. And as thoughtful Harvard

graduates, who knowthat science---like "no empire, no sect, no star"--- can eventually change "the whole face and

state of things throughout the world."

Congratulations to you and goodluck.
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